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Abstract
The present study consists of two parts. The first part is oriented
to a theoretical model of selfconsistent analysis to determine simulta
neously the electric field and loss cone boundary in heliotron/torsatron
configurations under the influence of nonclassical particle losses. The
second part is refered to the analysis on NBI heated and ECH plas
mas in Compact Helical System (CHS) device. A comparison is made
between theoretical results and experimental observations.
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Introduction

An important role of the electric field and/or plasma rotation on the suppression
of microinstabilities and the improved plasma confinement has been widely recognized
in various devices with different configurations, sizes and plasma parameters. The ex
perimental observations in tokamaks ~' as well as stellarators
have provided the
database for an increased understanding of the physics associated with radial electric
field, showing that the radial profiles of plasma rotation (electric field) are different for
L—mode and H—mode operations, respectively. Various theoretical models ** ^ have
been proposed and predicted the structural change of radial electric field in connection
with L/H transition. Although many works have been done up to now, the complete com
parison of results between theories and experiments is far from sufficient, because of the
diagnostic and theoretical difficulties. High spatial- and time- resolved measurements of
plasma parameters are required for investigations of improved plasma confinement such
as the H—mode. Recent considerable progress on both the theoretical modelling and
the measurement techniques such as the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
(CXRS), heavy ion beam probing (HIBP) and laser bow-off Lithium beam probing, may
realize the detailed analysis of electric field profile in the whole plasma region and its
influence on improved plasma confinement. There are several fundamental questions
whether the electric field always be a useful tool from the confinement improvement,
and the spontaneous electric field in plasma is sufficient or any specific idea to control
the electric filed is needed. To reply these questions, an understanding of physical process
on cooperative phenomena associated with electric field in plasma should be deepened.
In heliotron/torsatron and stellarators, the relationship among the electric filed, fluc
tuations and plasma confinement actively have been studied in the p a s t ^ ^ and ex
isting >~ ' devices. Particularly, the Compact Helical System (CHS) experiment, in
which the electric field profile in the whlole plasma region can be evaluated from both
toroidal and poloidal rotation velocities and pressure gradient by using the CXRS mea
surement data, really encourages the study on the electric field generation mechanism
and its fine structure '' * These are the data-base to investigate the influence of electric
field on the confinement improvement.
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The purpose of the present study is to discuss a theoretical model to determine the
electric field in heliotron/torsatron and an understanding of the cooperative mechanism
among the electric field, loss of energetic particles and confinement characteristics. A
flow chart of mutual relations of typical cooperative phenomena involved in the present
analysis is sketched in Fig. 1. In general, the electric field in plasmas is determined
by balancing the driving forces with the drag forces. There are essentially two type of
forces to drive plasma rotations : one is the force associated with momentum transport
due to, for example neutral beam injection (NBl) and the other is the bipolar fluxes
caused by electron and ion diffusions. Also, several approaches for the active control of
a radial electric field have been discussed, which are by driving plasma rotation with
neutral beam injection into the plasma, by controlling ion and elctron losses with NBI
or electron cyclotron heating (ECH), due to biasing (electrode, limiter, divertor, etc.),
and so on. Typical processes involved in the recent CHS experiments are also shown in
Fig. 2.
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We have discuss the physical mechanism of the generation and structure of B in NBI
and ECH plasmas in CHS. Comparison between theoretical prediction and experimental
observation has also been made.
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Theoretical Model to determine E
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The radial electric field in the steady state is evaluated by the ambipolarity equation

r =r
f
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where T is the radial particlefluxand suffix e and i denote electrons and ions, respectively.
Taking into account nonclassical terms, we write T, and V as
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These equations consist of the neoclassical fluxes (denoted by the subscript NC), the
direct ion orbit loss flux (rf "), the charge exchange contributions of fact ions (Tj }
and bulk ions ( r ) , and that driven by anomalous transport (T ). The explicit forms
of these fluxes are discussed in literatures '' > which are summarized as
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In Eqs.(4)~(6), P(r) is the input power crossing the minor radias r, Wj denotes the
beam energy, r. the radius representing the loss boundary, Mf[M) the fast (bulk) ion
mass, R/(r) the fast ion density, < <r„ > the charge-exchange cross section, and I»H and
fi,2 are neoclassical viscosity coefficients. Asforthe anomalous flux (r„) is concerned, we
here assume the functional form of the bipolar part of anomalous flux, A r = I\,« - r ,„
in the form
Ar« = -ayi(dn/dr)/n , OA = const .
(7)
a

e

Here, the coefficient a is the parameter, which is evaluated roughly by using experimen
tal data of particle transport based on steady state density profile and neutral particle
behavior ' Vnf denotes the RF-induced flux, which will be discussed later.
The radial electric field in the steady state is evaluated by the ambipolarity equation
(1). But we must solve not only E but also loss cone boundary simultaneously because
of the dependence of the radius r. in Eq. (4) on the radial electric field, r.[£V]. Once E,
and r. are determined, we can evaluate the power partition among the shine-through,
direct orbit loss, charge exchange loss and bulk heating. The explicit formula is discussed
in Ref. [21]. These evaluations may be important to conclude the overall trade-off on the
energy balance.
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Machine and Plasma Parameters in CHS

The Compact HeJica] System (CHS) is a heliotron/torsatron device with a pole num
ber of / = 2, a toroidal period number m = 8 and an aspect ratio of 5. The magnetic field
configuration of this type of device has flexibility because it is controllable by adjust
ing the poloidal field coil currents. The major machine parameters and typical plasma
parameters for the NBI and NBl + ECH experiments in CHS are summarized in Table
1.
The electron temperature and density profiles are measured with Thomson scatter
ing. The ion temperature and poloidal as well as toroidal rotation velocity profiles, are
measured by the CXRS. The neutral density profile is also evaluated by a laser-induced
fluorescence technique ' For the distributions for fast particles and neutral particles, we
choose a model distribution as
23
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where p = r/a and the suffix 0 and / denote the neutral and fast particles, respectively,
and coefficients a and ctf are assumed to be constant. We here take ao = 10 and
a; =: 2, modelling the broad fast ion profile and reproducing the profile of neutral
density as shown in Ref. [23].
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Radial Electric Field in N B I Heated Plasmas

The radial electric field has been measured in the NBI heated plasma in the CHS
device^ ' To study the dependence of collisionality on E , two typical discharges, namely,
the low and high density NBI experiments were carried out by adjusting gas-puffing with
NBI power fixed to be 1MW. The neutral beam injection angle is almost tangential for
both cases. The NBI heating experiment with variable injection angle has also been done
to study the effect of fast ion orbit loss on the radial electric field E .
Radial electric field profile is evaluated from the experimental data such as
n (r),T (r),
T.(r), UD and U+ with use of momentum balance equation
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In order to explain the generation mechanism of the radial electric field, we determine E,
from the ambipolarity equation (1) with Eqs. (2) ~ (6). As was studied in the previous
paper' the quantitative comparison between the neoclassical results and experimental
observations on E, profile was far from satisfactory for both typical low (A) and high
(B) density NBI discharges. Sample distributions of density, temperature and observed
E profile are shown in Fig. 3, together with the neoclassical results. It was found
from the comparison that the experimentally observed E deviates from the neoclassical
predictions. Therefore, some other large ion loss process is required to explain this
discrepancy.
We here discuss the effects on E , which come from the loss cone loss of fast ions,
the loss of fast ions through charge exchange with neutrals, and an anomalous loss "
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4.1

Effect of fast ion orbit loss

We first study the effect of fast ion orbit loss on E , for given parameters of density
and temperatures shown in Fig.3. In these studies, we use analytic formulas ' which
describe the relation between E, and the minimum energies of particles entering the loss
cone, together with the ambipolarity relation (1). For simplicity, we also assume that
the particles are lost if they reach the outermost magnetic surface. By determining the
loss boundary r. selfconsistently, we obtain the radial profiles of £,, which are shown
in Fig. 4 (A) for low density and in Fig. 4 (B) for high density, respectively. These
results show that the fast ion loss flux caused by the loss cone makes E more negative
but the influence of the orbit loss appears only in the plasma edge. These theoretical
predictions have been confirmed in the NBI heating experiment with variable injection
ang!e Some other ion loss process in addition to orbit loss, which is several times as
large as the neoclassical loss, is necessary in the region of 0.5a < r < 0.8a to explain the
discrepancy between theoretical results and experimental observations.
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4.2

Effect of n e u t r a l particles

The neutral hydrogen profile in the core plasma region and the toroidal/poloidal
distributions in the recycling area near the inner wall are measured by using a calibrated
TV camera and a laser-induced fluorescence method. Using these data, we study the
effect of charge exchange loss of fast ions with neutrals on E and partition of beam
power. Figure 5 shows the E, profile for low (A) and high (B) density NBI cases in
the presence of neutral particle contributions. Open and closed data points in Fig. 5
are the experimental values. The charge exchange loss of fast ions can be effective in
enhancing E , and the theoretical results approach to the experimental observations as
the neutral density increases up to level of 1 0 / m for low density and 1 0 / m for high
density. The required neutral density, which is used in the calculations to reproduce the
radial electric field, seems to be higher than the experimental value. The partition rates
versus the neutral density at the edge, no, is shown in Fig. 6. The radial electric fields
at p = 0.7 and 0.9 are also plotted. It is important to discuss the trade off concerning
on the energy balance.
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Effect of anomalous particle loss

We study the effect of bipolar part of the anomalous particle loss on E on the basis
of Eqs.(l) and (7). The local particle transport has been examined for NBI heated
plasma These observations show that the plasma density is (1.5 ~ 2.5) x 1 0 / m , the
total particle flux is (2 ~ 3) x l O / " and the diffusion coefficient D is (0.3 ~ QA)[m /s]
at p = 0.7. Using these data, we evaluate the upper bound of the bipolar part of the
anamalous coefficient a 2: (5 ~ 10) x 10 /sm in Eq. (7). Figure 7 shows the radial
profile of E, for different values of CHA- (A) and (B) correspond to the low and high
density cases, respectively. Open and closed data points are the experimental values.
The inclusion of anomalous particle loss further enhances the radial electric field at the
plasma edge. We should note that the results depend sensitively on the modelling of
anomalous transports for both electrons and ions.
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Formation of Positive Electric Field by E C H

In order to certify the clear effect of radial electric field on the confinement, it is
necessary to develop a method which can control the radial electric field externally.
Recently, the transition of electric field from the ion root to the electron root has been
found in the superposition of ECH on NB heated plasmas in C H S ' Here, we present a
preliminary result on the formation of the positive radial electric field through enchancing
the particle flux due to ECH and study its relation among resonance positions, power
and injection modes '
The ripple top (bottom) of the magnetic field strength is located at high (low) field
side near the mid-plane of the torus. Figure 8 shows the schematic drawing of resonance
structure for the ripple top and bottom resonances at r = 0.5a. The injection power
of ECH, PECB is up to 140kW and the density is adjusted below the cut-off density
for second harmonic X—mode ECH. Typical plasma parameters in this experiment are
summarized in Table 1. As a reference plasma, we choose the NB heated plasma without
ECH by keeping the same line-averaged density as that for the plasma with ECH.
Figure 9 shows the radial profiles of E (p) at 15ms after ECH is turned on for the
reference plasma and those with PECH= 85kW and HOkW. Large positive electric field
is observed in case of PECH = 140kW while E, for the reference plasma and that with
PECH = 85kW is almost zero or small negative value.
Figure 10 shows the observed radial electric field profiles in case of the ripple bottom
resonance with PECH= 140kW. The theoretical result of E, is also shown, where the
following nonlinear diffusion type equation for E, is used ' :
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Here , we assumed that ECH enhances only electron particle flux ar.d the dependence
of TECH on 25, is not taken into consideration. The factor f]B can be represented by a
coefficient of shear viscosity p.' with f)B = n,m,n
(n'
is assumed to be constant
parameter). Disagreement between the observation and theoretical result without vis
cosity term (p* — 0) is clear. But, the observed E, profile is in well agreement with
the theoretical result with fi' = 400m s~ .
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Summary

We have discussed a theoretical model to determine selfconsistently the radial elec
tric field and loss cone loss in heliotron/torsatron configurations under the influence of
nonclassical ion and electron losses. Analysis was applied to the NBI heated and ECH
plasmas in the CHS device. Comparison was made between the theoretical results and
experimental observations.
For NBI heated plsama, the increased ion particle losses caused by the orbit loss,
charge exchange loss of fast ions with neutrals, and bipolar part of anomalous transport
make the radial electric field more negative compared to the prediction based on neo
classical theory. In ECH plasma, the enhanced particle flux due to the production of the
6

electrons accelerated perpendicularly to the magnetic field by ECH results in the charge
of electric field.
In general, the particle and energy balance are strongly influenced by an anoma
lous transport and induced transport. We discussed a simplified model to explain the
experimental observations. Role of the radial electric field on confinement under the in
fluence of anomalous and rf-induced transport needs further investigations theoretically
and experimentally in order to conclude the overall trade-off on the energy balance.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Aflowchart of several topics associated with E and/or E' involved in the persent
analysis.
T

r

Fig. 2 Typical process involved in the recent CHS experiments.
Fig. 3 Radial profiles of density, ion and electron temperatures ( n, Ti and T« ) for low
(A) and high (B) NBI discharges in CHS device. Radial electric field profiles for
these discharges are also shown, together with neoclassical results.
Fig. 4 Radial electric field determined selfconsistetly under the influence of orbit loss
for low (A) and high (B) density cases. In (A), the results (a) to (c) represent the
radial profile of E, in case of (a) without orbit loss, (b) with orbit loss (W =18keV)
and (c) with orbit loss (W = 12keV) for loss density case. The radial profiles of
E in case of (a) W = 0, (b) W = 36keV, (c) W = 18keV, and (d) W = 12keV
are shown in (B) for high density case.
k

k

r

b

t

b

b

Fig. 5 Radial electric fields in the presence of neutral particle contribution. (A) and (B)
correspond to the low and high density cases. Experimental observations, which
are quoted from ref.21. In (A), (a) n„ = 0, (b) 4.0 x 10"/W, (c) 8.0 x lO^/ro ,
(d) 2.0 x lO'Vm , and (e) 5.0 x lO^/m . In (B), (a) n„, = 0, (b) 1.5 x 10"/m ,
(c) 4.0 x 10"/m , (d) 8.0 x 10 /m , and (e) 1.5 x 10 /m .
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Fig. 6 Partition rates among the shine through (17,,), charge exchange loss (r/ ) and bulk
beating (IJH) versus the neutral density, n„„ for low (A) and high (B) densities.
Radial electric fields at p = 0.7 and 0.9 are also shown.
a

I8

Fig. 7 Radial profile of E, for several values of a ; (a) a = 0, (b) 5 x 10 /am, (c)
1.0 x 10"/am and n = 5.0 x 10"/m in (A) and 1.5 x 10 /m in (B) are used.
The results for low density and high density are shown in (A) and (B). Open and
closed data points are the experimental results.
A
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Fig. 8 Shematic drawing of resonance structure forrippletop and bottom resonances at
r = 0.5a.
Fig.9 Radial profiles of E,(Q) at 15ms after ECH is turned on for refernce plasma and
those with Pecu = 85kW and 140kW.
Fig. 10- Observed radial electric field profile in case of ripple bottom resonance with
PECU — 140kW. Theoretical results is also shown.
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Table I Machine and plasma parameters for NBI and NBI + ECH experiments
parameter

NBI + ECH

NBI
(Low, High)

Magnetic configuration

Heliotron/Torsatron

Major radius

R

100cm

averaged minor radius

a

20cm

toroidal field

B,(0)

inverse aspect ratio

0.75T~0.93T

1T~2T
0.2

helical ripple

*.(«)
«»(«)

0.29

rotational transform

'(0)

0.3

rotational transform

t(a)

1.2

NBI/ECH Power

Pssi

1MW

PECS

Maxl40kW(2nd)

NBI direction

1MW

tangential

electron density

n.(0)

~ 1.0 x 10"/cm

tangential
(variable)
3

3

1.8,5.6 X 10"/cm

electron temperature

T,(0)

0.39keV

0.3, 0.2keV

ion temperature

7K0)

0.18keV

0.2, 0.18keV

electric Field

Er.mu

+40V/cm

•SO, -120V/cm

(maximum)

(at r/a ~ 0.8)
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